
READING COMPREHENSION
NEWTON AND THE UNIVERSAL LAWS

Unità 8 I princìpi della dinamica

Isaac Newton’s great merit was to discover the universality of 
the laws of physics, i.e. that they are the same throughout the 
universe. This idea was born from the intuition that the motion 
of heavy bodies studied by Galileo (bodies under the influence 
of the Earth, which attracts them) and celestial motion, of the 
planets or the Moon, all have the same cause. In a few cases 
like this, an idea is expressed more clearly through a drawing. 
Here is the explanation, from the words of physicist Carlo 
Bernardini:

“Like all good ideas, that of Newton can be represented 
in a few words or with a good illustration. The illustration 
is found in the great treatise that Newton wrote to explain 
his results [...]: it represents the Earth schematically [...]. 
Trajectories begin from the peak V of a mountain, lets say 
of stones; these stones are shot horizontally, the slowest one 
lands at D, at the foot of the mountain. There is a faster 
one which arrives at E, another at F, and yet another at 
G. There is no doubt that all these stones fall to Earth. We 
continue to increase the launch speed: will it not be the case 
that at some point a stone makes a complete revolution 
and returns back at the point V where it started? And if 

a body, a giant stone like the Moon, had been launched 
a long time ago, for reasons we do not know, on a higher 
orbit than V and at sufficient speed as to keep it from 
falling, what then?
Here we have it, this illustration presents an attempt to 
unify phenomena that at first sight seem quite different: 
the descent of a stone or a projectile and the orbital motion 
of a body such as the Moon.”

[The extract is taken from C. Bernardini, “Che cos’è una legge fisica”, Editori 
Riuniti, 1983]

Newton’s original illustration of trajectories from the top of a mountain.

After reading the above excerpt, does it makes sense to 
ask why the Moon does not fall to Earth?

True or false?
a. Isaac Newton’s showed that the laws of 

physics are the same throughout the universe.
b. Diagrams and illustrations can never 

communicate scientific ideas as clearly as 
word.

c. Newton diagram connects motion on the 
Earth with motion around the Earth. 

d. The descent of a stone or a projectile and the 
orbital motion of a body such as the Moon 
are quite different.

Complete with:
Trajectories • started • at E • represented • illustration • speed • 
schematically • foot • horizontally • increase • revolution
“Like all good ideas, that of Newton can be __________ in 
a few words or with a good illustration. The __________ 
is found in the great treatise that Newton wrote to explain 
his results [...]: it represents the Earth ___________ [...]. 
___________ begin from the peak V of a mountain, lets say 
of stones; these stones are shot ____________, the slowest 
one lands at D, at the _______ of the mountain. There is 
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a faster one which arrives ________, another at F, and yet 
another at G. There is no doubt that all these stones fall to 
Earth. We continue to ________ the launch ________: will 
it not be the case that at some point a stone makes a com-
plete _________ and returns back at the point V where it 
_________? 

Match questions and answers.

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

A. What was 
Newton’s  
great merit?

1. The image of a boy sitting under 
an apple tree who sees an apple 
fall directly to the ground, instead 
of going up or sideways. Newton 
used the image to illustrate his 
interest in and ideas on gravity.

B. What is the 
main point 
illustrated by 
the diagram?

2. Discovering the universality of the 
laws of physics, i.e. that they are 
the same throughout the universe.

C. What mental 
image do we 
associate with 
Newton?

3. The motion of a projectile on 
Earth such as a cannon ball is 
essentially the same as the orbit 
of a celestial body like the Moon.

A. _________   B. __________  C. _________
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